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**ABSTRACT:**
The *Gustaviana* collection consists of issues printed and meeting minutes of the student newspaper’s editorial staff from December 1891-May 1895. Meetings were held at the start and end of each academic year. Discussion topics included financial matters, what sections would be included in the paper, and who would run the publication. Previous student newspapers were the *Annual Messenger, Vox Collegii,* and *Heimdall.* *Gustaviana* was succeeded by the *Gustavus Adolphus Journal, College Breezes* and *The Gustavian Weekly.*

**RESTRICTIONS:**
There are no restrictions on use of this collection for research purposes. The researcher assumes full responsibility for observing all copyright, property, and libel laws as they apply.
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Digital copies of the *Gustaviana* are available on the College Archives website funded in part by a grant from the Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund through the vote of Minnesotans on November 4, 2008.
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